Movie Poll
How the rankings were determined


Balance between 1st and 10th. A movie showing up anywhere on someone’s top 10
list is a big deal. It’s out of hundreds or thousands of movies they’ve seen in their
lifetime. So I didn’t use a simple “1 pt for #10 and 10 pts for #1” system. That would
put too little weight on the movies lower down the list. I used a guideline that if a
movie shows up on two lists at #10, that should have an edge over a movie which
shows up on just one list, but at #1.



Higher rankings matter. But I also believe that when it’s close, higher ranking
should have an advantage. Getting votes of #1 and #10, should have an edge over
votes of #2 and #9, which, in turn, are better than #3 and #8, etc.



Ranking formula. So, factoring in the above two guidelines, I came up with the following point system:
List Position
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Voting Details


32 club members cast votes (a few were for less than 10)



193 movies received at least one vote



To crack the Top 20, most movies needed at least 3 votes. The only exception was
Midnight Cowboy, which snuck in at #20 with two votes (a #1 and a #4).



28 movies received at least one 1st place vote. Only 2 movies received multiple
#1s, Shawshank (4) and Casablanca (2).



19 movies received a #1 vote, but didn’t get any other votes, so didn’t crack the Top
20. Another 27 movies received a #2 or 3 vote but didn’t get any other votes and
weren’t able to land in the Top 20.



Over half the movies in the Top 20 didn’t receive a #1 vote. Their multiple votes pro-

pelled them into the Top 20.


The movie which ranked the highest without a #1 vote was Sound of Music at #4.



Despite receiving 2 #1s out of its 5 total votes, Casablanca finished behind Top Gun,
which also had 5 total votes but didn’t have any #1s. Even though it didn’t have any
#1s, Top Gun garnered three #2 votes and its other two votes were #5s. So it had
five Top 5s. Casablanca’s other votes were a #4, 7 and 8.



The top 2 movies were close, within one vote. If Godfather had received one more
top 3 vote, it would have leapfrogged Shawshank. The gap between 2 and 3 was bigger. Even an extra #1 wouldn’t have been enough to push Titanic past Godfather. It
would have needed 2 extra votes, a 4 & 5 or better.



Once you get past #3, the gap generally shrinks the lower down you go.



Here are all the other movies which received votes but didn’t make the Top 20 (in
alphabetical order). Red signifies a movie which received a #1 vote.

